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No guy has ever been able to get me off. It was my little secret.Until I accidentally told the whole

world.Spilling something so humiliating on my social media is bad enough, I never expected anyone

to actually message me about it. Especially not someone as smug and sexy as Heath "O Maker"

James.He tells me he doesn't just THINK he can get me offÃ¢â‚¬â€•he knows it.As hot as he is,

he's a total stranger. I shouldn't give him the time of day.But the more he talks... the more he tells

me all the dirty things he wants to do to me...The more I can't say no.And once Heath gets his way,

I'll be only screaming one word:Yes!This is a standalone novella with a HEA and NO

cheating!Penny Wylder writes just that-- wild romances. Happily Ever Afters are always better when

they're a little dirty, so if you're looking for a page turner that will make you feel naughty in all the

right places, jump right in and leave your panties at the door!
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I enjoyed this book.well written I love books where they take a chance and just let go and let love

happen.I love when men fall so hard and fast their own feelings get the best of them and they



become hopelessly in love..5 star penny great great read

I was in the mood for something steamy and this cover jumped out at me- I mean hello hotness! But

the story itself was just eh. Now I am all for insta-lust and love but I found Get Me Off to be just a bit

over the top.Don't get me wrong Heath and Callista were dynamite between the sheets. It was hot

and what I was in the mood for. The characters also a decent backstory but I found the connection

lacking. This book does, however, serve as a wonderful warning to be very careful about what you

post on social media.

Though I read a fair amount of romance and erotica, I don't often enjoy them enough to have

anything to say, but this is one of those occasions. This book had me laughing in the first few pages.

I have had a few of the character's snarky thoughts about men and sex myself, and it was

refreshing to read about a character who wasn't so very unrealistic, that you couldn't relate to them.

The sex scenes themselves were peppered with a bit of realism, which made it easy to imagine

myself and my guy in place of the characters. That was a new experience for me, and I really

enjoyed it! I felt the author blended her own personal experience and realistic expectations with her

crazy fantasies, which made the whole story feel much more personal for me. I'd recommend this

book to anyone who enjoys romance or erotica, especially if you are in the mood for something

quick and satisfying!

This was a fun story! I enjoyed it a lot. The byplay with Heath and Callista was hilarious and

refreshing. I would have liked there to be a little more depth to the characters and story but it's only

a novella so I can understand the lack of it. Besides the brevity of the story, I loved it! I would love to

see more of these lovely characters and I look forward to reading the next Penny Wylder book!

If your looking for a hot quick read, this is the book for you. I enjoy a quick and dirty story every now

and then and I have found that in Penny Wylder. Since I picked up my first book by her, I have been

hooked. Whenever I'm in the mood for a quickie this is one of my go to authors. I try not to do

spoilers, so just a short review, oops main character accidently sent something she shouldn't have

on social media instead of personally to her friend like she meant to. Enter the man to help her with

the little problem she let the world know. Great characters, great chemistry, fun short read :)

I read this book awhile ago, but I loved it and even read the extended epilogue. I laughed a lot, I



think everyone has accidently emailed/texted/blogged/tweeted the wrong person(s). Callista and

Heath had an insta-love. It was quick and light, it is a must read.

4-stars.This is my first book by this author. I have to be honest, I was leery of buying a smut novella.

But I was actually surprised that there was a bit of a story told too. That made me give another star

for this review. Most smut I've read only gets 3-stars from me, since most are just that, smut.Heath

and Callista meet through Twitter as Callista accidentally shared something about herself that is

very private on Twitter.As the story progresses so does Heath and Callista's relationship. It is

insta-love but they both just knew they were right for each other.The sex scenes were very detailed.

I did enjoy visualizing them, ;). This author definitely doesn't hold back during these scenes

either.My only issue with this book was the ending. It seemed a bit abrupt to me. But again, I was

surprised by this author as she offered an epilogue at the end of the book.I am happy that I took a

chance and read this book. I will be reading more books by this author.

There's not much really to say about this book. Title pretty much gives it most away. I can say with

this book is the reason why people need to be careful about social media. If you want to know why I

say that, buy the book. Plus, there is a bit of stalking that goes on. There are a few truths that come

out later that should have been told sooner. And yes, there is a very good ending to the book. I

wanted a bit more from the ending that a lot of others agree with me on that. This is the first book I

read from this author. The only note is.....MORE.
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